**NEW THIS MONTH**

**Adrift** by Tami Oldham Ashcraft
Based on a true story and now a major motion picture, Adrift is the story of Tami Oldman who while sailing to San Diego get caught up in a catastrophic hurricane.

**The Guernsey Literary and potato Peel Pie Society** by Mary Ann Shaffer & Annie Barrows
It’s 1946 and suffering from writers block, Juliet Ashton receives a letter that turns her life upside down.

**Lion**
25 years after getting lost on a train in India, Saroo searches for his family.

**DVD 791.43/LION**
**FICTION**

**Sweet revenge** by Andrea Penrose
Lady Arianna Hadley’s desires to find her father’s murderer and she has now taken a job as a French chef in one of London’s aristocratic households. Unfortunately when the Prince Regent falls ill after eating one of her special chocolate desserts, she finds herself at the centre of a dangerous scandal.

*F/PENR*

**House rules** by Jodi Picoult
Jacob Hunt has Asperger’s syndrome, meaning he can’t read social cues or express himself well to others, but is focused on forensic analysis. His mother and brother just want to fit in, but the small town is rocked by a terrible murder. Who would think that Jacob was capable of committing a murder?

*F/PICO*

**Fall of the house of Usher, and other tales** by Edgar Allan Poe
Edgar Allan Poe is the master of the macabre and has brought his nightmare visions to vivid life in his classic stories. Fourteen of his darkest tales including the pit and the pendulum the tell-tale heart and the fall of the house of Usher are here.

*F/POE*

**Mechs cops** by Brett Patton
Mark Lowell is at a training camp on Earth learning to use Mechas. Mechas are bio-mechanicals and have devastating fire power, but each time Lowell and his comrades use their Mechas their minds are being twisted and broken by an unseen power...

*F/PATT*

**Valley of blood and gold** by Tony Palmer
Ballarat is teeming with dreamers, miners and rebels. Fintan Donovan is torn between his Irish upbringing and his friendship with an English boy called Matthew Ward. Fintan must make a stand. Will he let the hatreds of the old world survive or will he embrace a new way to live in a new country?

*F/PALM*

**Whats new pussycat?** by Alexandra Potter
Delilah’s boyfriend proposes to her and she packs her Tom Jones record collection and heads for London in search of a new life and a new man. A whirlwind of glamorous parties and five-star restaurants means she has left her old life a million miles away. Is what she wants isn’t it?

*F/POTT*

**Food of love cookery school** by Nicky Pellegrinao
Luca Amore runs a cooking school teaching dishes passed down to him by generations of Amore women. He expects the next class to be the same as many others, but the four women booked into his course are at a turning point in their lives. Luca’s life will change for ever.

*F/PELL*

**Christmas wedding** by James Patterson
The biggest celebration this Christmas will be the marriage of Gaby Summerhill to a groom who will be kept secret till the wedding day. Gaby’s children had drifted away to their own lives. Gaby is hoping that she will be able to bring them home for the holidays.

*F/PATT*

**Adam Runaway** by Peter Prince
Adam Hanaway’s family loses its fortunes and so he goes to Lisbon where his uncle is a merchant. Nothing goes to plan and he is out of his depth. Darker forces intervene and he is expelled from his uncle’s firm and so Adam must clear his name.

*F/PRIN*
SUBJECT OF THE MONTH— Fantasy

Way of the shadows by Brent Weeks
Azoth has learnt to judge people quickly and that is why he has apprenticed himself to Durzo Blint. To be accepted as an assassin he must turn his back on his old life. As Kylar Stern he must learn to navigate dangerous politics, strange magic’s and a flair for death.
S/WEEK BK.1

My Lady Mage by Alexis Morgan
It has been years since anyone had gone to the rivers edge to summon the Warriors of the Mist, but times are desperate. Merewen’s people are oppressed by a cruel guardian whose dark magic threatens to destroy her people.
S/MORG BK.1

Unholy cause by Joe Schreiber
Sam and Dean Winchester had lost their mother to a demonic supernatural force. Their father had taught them how to kill it. In 1862 Confederate Captain Jubal Beauchamp lead a charge across a Georgia battleground. A present day civil war re-enactment on that same site becomes all to real. The past isn’t dead.
S/SCHR

Sebastian by Anne Bishop
In a land, where night reigns and demons live, a half – Incubus named Sebastian revels in dark delights. In dreams she calls to him – a woman he hungers for but that may destroy him. A devastating destiny awaits Sebastian as the prison that holds the Eater of the World is weakening and Sebastian’s realm may fall first.
S/BISH BK.1

Lost in a good book by Jasper Fforde
Literary detective Thursday Next has married the man she loves. Marital bliss isn’t quite what she expected. Her husband of one month actually drowned thirty eight years ago and only Thursday has any memory of him at all. Someone, somewhere is responsible but who and why.
S/FFOR BK.2

Fallen blade by Joe Courtney Grimwood
Duke Marco has inherited the throne, but his aunt and uncle rule in his stead and scheme against their enemies and each other. Lady Giulietta is the pawn at the heart of their struggle. Her kidnapping could trigger a war.
S/GRIM BK.1

Polgara the sorceress by David and Leigh Eddings
Polgara is the daughter of Belgarath and the shape-shifter Poledra. Polgara has fought wars, plotted palace coups, and worked her powerful magic for three thousand years. Now, Polgara looks back at her magnificent life.
S/EDDI BK.12

Gilead’s blood by Nik Vincent
Gilead te tuin Lothain is the last of the elf princes of Tor Anrok. He is a shadow fast warrior without a war, a leader without an army and a tortured soul without a home. Fithvael, Gilead’s retainer is at his side while he wanders the Old Worlds bringing death to the servants of Chaos.
S/ABNE BK.1

Last four things by Paul Hoffman
Thomas Cale – the Angel of Death and the Left Hand of God is put in charge of an army and groomed to bring about the end of the world. Cale’s nature is stranger than the Redeemers know and he has his own reasons for bringing about the last four things.
S/HOFF BK.2
GENERAL INTEREST— Herbs

How to dry herbs at home: the ultimate guide to drying herbs by Hannah Walton
This book explains the various techniques used to dry herbs.
641.44/WALT

How to grow culinary herbs & spices the natural way by Charlotte de la Bedoyere
In culinary traditions of all countries, there is the use of herbs and spices. Learn how to identify and grow a variety of them.
635.7/DELA

Jackie French’s household herb book by Jackie French
This no nonsense guide will inspire you to make herbs part of your garden and household.
635.7/FREN

DVDs
Breakfast at Tiffany’s
7th Heaven

MUSIC CDs
James Morrison—The awakening
Kate Miller—Nightflight

AUDIO BOOKS
7th Heaven by James Patterson
A/PATT

The Attic
Kate Miller—Nightflight

Austenland
Adam Miller—Delayed

Nineteen Minutes by Jodi Picoult
A/PICO